Emission of bremsstrahlung photons accompanying proton decay of nuclei is studied. Lu80 nuclei decaying from the 0h 11/2 state are predicted. Such spectra have orders of values similar to the experimental data for the bremsstrahlung photons emitted during the α-decay. This indicates on real possibility to study bremsstrahlung photons during proton decay experimentally and perform further measurements.
Introduction
Last two decades many experimental and theoretical efforts have been made to investigate the nature of the bremsstrahlung emission accompanying α-decay of heavy nuclei and spontaneous fission [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . A key idea of such researches consists in finding a new method of extraction of a new information about dynamics of the studied nuclear processes from measured bremsstrahlung spectra. Parallel study of the interested type of nuclear decay and the bremsstrahlung photons which are emitted during it, gives us more complete, richer information about the studied nuclear process. As examples, we established dependence between nuclear deformation and the bremsstrahlung spectrum accompanying α-decay of the 226 Ra nucleus [37] . Analysis of the bremsstrahlung emission which accompanies ternary fission of 252 Cf, allow us to understand better geometry of undergoing fission process in its first stage [38] .
In our previous paper [22] we compared the bremsstrahlung spectra in α-decay of the 214 Po and 226 Ra nuclei, which have similar daughter nucleus-α particle potentials, and noted a clear difference between these spectra. In the cited paper we concluded that the different slopes of spectra were connected with the different Q-values of α-decay for two considered nuclei (Q α = 7.83 MeV for 214 Po and Q α = 4.87 MeV for 226 Ra) and we confirmed that such difference gives different contributions of emission from the tunnelling region into the total spectra. Now I put a question: which other parameters have important influence on the bremsstrahlung spectrum?
Let us consider Figs. 4 and 7 in Ref. [32] where the calculated γ-ray emission probabilities for the spontaneous fission of 252 Cf are presented. One can see that the calculated spectrum is changed in dependence on mass split. So, one can suppose that the emission probability should be dependent on numbers of masses and charges of the daughter nucleus and the emitted fragment. The idea in Ref. [39] about influence of the electromagnetic charge of the daughter nucleus on the bremsstrahlung probability reflects this property only partially while effective charge of the decaying system is connected with such property more directly. Now if to consider the formula of the bremsstrahlung probability (for example, see (1) in [16] ) then one can find its direct dependence on square of the effective charge, Z 2 eff , i. e. we obtain a real basis for such supposition. As another type of decay which has larger effective charge in comparison with α-decay, the emission of proton from nucleus can be analyzed (for example, Z 2 eff equals to 0.286, 0.285, 0.288 and 0.303 for the proton * E-mail: maidan@kinr.kiev.ua emitters 2 Model 2.1 Matrix element of transition I define the matrix element like (2.11) in Ref. [15] (in the first correction of the non-stationary perturbation theory with stationary limits t 0 = −∞ and t 1 = +∞, and with normalization |C| → 1):
where
and ψ i (r) = |k i and ψ f (r) = |k f are stationary wave functions of the decaying system in the initial i-state and final f -state which do not contain number of photons emitted, Z eff and m are effective charge and reduced mass of this system. e (α) are unit vectors of polarization of the photon emitted, k is wave vector of the photon and w = k = k . Vectors e (α) are perpendicular to k in Coulomb calibration. We have two independent polarizations e (1) and e (2) for the photon with impulse k (α = 1, 2). One can develop formalism simpler in the system of units whereh = 1 and c = 1, but we shall write constantsh and c explicitly. Let us find also square of the matrix element a f i used in definition of probability of transition. Using the formula of power reduction of δ-function (see [44] , § 21, p. 169):
we find (T → +∞ is higher time limit):
that looks like (4.21) in Ref. [44] (with accuracy up to factor (2π) 2 ) and like (42.5) in Ref. [45] (exactly, see § 42, p. 189).
Linear and circular polarizations of the photon emitted
Rewrite vectors of linear polarization e (α) through vectors of circular polarization ξ µ with opposite directions of rotation (see Ref. [46] , (2.39), p. 42):
Then p (k i , k f ) can be rewritten so:
Expansion of the vector potential A by multipoles
In further calculations of the matrix element p (k i , k f ) the different expansions of function e −ikr connected with the vector potential A of the electro-magnetic field of the daughter nucleus can be used. In spherically symmetric approximation I shall use the multipole expansion (see Ref. [46] , (2.106) in p. 58):
where (see Ref. [46] , (2.73) in p. 49, (2.80) in p. 51)
Here, A lµ (r, M ) and A lµ (r, E) are magnetic and electric multipoles, j l (kr) are spherical Bessel functions of order l, T ll ′ ,µ (n) are vector spherical harmonics. We orientate the frame system so that axis z is parallel to the vector k. The functions T ll ′ ,µ (n) have the following form (ξ 0 = 0, see Ref. [46] , p. 45):
where (l, 1, j m−µ, µ, m) are Clebsh-Gordon coefficients and Y lm (θ, ϕ) are spherical functions defined, according to [45] (see p. 119, (28,7)- (28, 8) ).
In the spherically symmetric approximation, wave functions of the decaying system in the initial and final states are separated into the radial and angular components, and these states are characterized by quantum numbers l and m. We shall be interesting in such photon emission when the system transits to superposition of all possible final states with different magnetic numbers m at the same orbital number l (for both states). So, let's write wave functions as
and obtain:
Using gradient formula (see (2.56), p. 46 in [46] ):
we obtain:
For the case l i = 0 we have essentially simpler formulas. In particular, for the matrix components we obtain:
where we use the simplified notation:
Using the following value of the Clebsh-Gordon coefficient:
from (10) and (22) we obtain:
and for the angular integrals for transition into the superposition of all possible final f -states with different m f at the same l f from eq. (19) we obtain: According to definition of wave functions ψ i (r) and ψ f (r), the vectors n i r and n f r determine orientation of radius-vector r from the center of frame system to point where this wave functions describes the particle before and after the emission of photon. Such description of the particle has a probabilistic sense and is fulfilled over whole space. Change of direction of motion (or tunneling) of the particle in result of the photon emission can be characterized by change of quantum numbers l and m in the angular wave function: Y 00 (n i r ) → Y lm (n f r ) (which changes the probability of appearance of this particle along different directions, and angular asymmetry is appeared). The vector n ph determines orientation of radius-vector r from the center of the frame system to point where wave function of photon describes its "appearance". Using such a logic, we have:
Vectors n
As we use the frame system where axis z is parallel to vector k of the photon emission, then dependent on r integrant function in the matrix element represents amplitude (its square is probability) of appearance of the particle at point r after emission of photon, if this photon has emitted along axis z. Then angle θ (of vector n r ) is the angle between direction of the particle motion (with possible tunneling) and direction of the photon emission.
Let us consider the angular integral in (24) over d Ω. Using (25), we find:
where P m l (cos θ) are associated Legandre's polynomial (see [45] , p. 752-754, (c,1)-(c,4) ; also see [46] 
Let us introduce the following differential matrix elements dp M l and dp E l dependent on the angle θ :
One can see that integration of functions (28) by angle θ with limits from 0 to π gives the total matrix elements p 
Integrating these expressions over angle θ, we find the integral matrix elements:
Angular probability of emission of photon with impulse k and polarization e (α)
I define the probability of transition of the system for time unit from the initial i-state into the final f -states, being in the given interval dν f , with emission of photon with possible impulses inside the given interval dν ph , 
where dν ph and dν f are intervals defined for photon and particle in the final f -state, dΩ ph = d cos θ ph = sin θ ph dθ ph dϕ ph , k ph = w/c. F f i is integral over space with summation by quantum numbers of the system in the final f -state. Such procedure is averaging by these characteristics and, so, F f i is independent on them.
Interval d ν f has only new characteristics and quantum numbers, by which integration and summation in F f i was not performed. Integrating eq. (32) over dw and substituting eq. (2), we find:
This is the probability of the photon emission with impulse k (and with averaging by polarization e (α) ) where the integration over angles of the particle motion after the photon emission has already fulfilled.
I define the following probability of emission of photon with momentum k ph when after such emission the particle moves (or tunnels) along direction n f r : differential probability concerning angle θ is such a function, definite integral of which over the angle θ with limits from 0 to π equals to the total probability of the photon emission (33) . Let us consider function:
This probability is inversely proportional to normalized volume V . With a purpose to have the probability independent on V , I divide eq. (34) on flux j of outgoing α-particles, which is inversely proportional to this volume V also. Using quantum field theory approach (where v(p) = |p|/p 0 at c = 1, see [44] , § 21.4, p. 174):
where n i is average number of particles in time unit before photon emission (we have n i = 1 for the normalized wave function in the initial i-state), v(p i ) is module of velocity of outgoing particle in the frame system where colliding center is not moved, I obtain the differential absolute probability (while let's name dW as the relative probability):
Note that alternative theoretical way for calculations of the angular bremsstrahlung probabilities in α-decays was developed in [20] based on different definition of the angular probability, different connection of the matrix element with the angle θ between fragment and photon emitted, application of some approximations. Let us find the bremsstrahlung probability at the first values l i = 0, l f = 1 and l ph = 1. Starting from eqs. (12) and (13), and using the found differential and integral electrical and magnetic components (30) and (31), I calculate:p
and from eq. (36) I obtain the absolute angular probability:
Proton-nucleus potential
In order to describe the proton-decay, we need to determine the wave function of a nucleus consisting of a single proton interacting with a residual core. To describe the proton interacting with the spherically symmetric core we shall use the single-particle potential in standard optical model
where v c (r), v N (r), v so (r) and v l (r) are Coulomb, nuclear, spin-orbital and centrifugal components given form in famous paper [48] (see eqs. (5) in the cited paper) as
Here, V R and V so are strength of nuclear and spin-orbital components defined in MeV as (see eq. (8) in [48] )
where I = (N − Z)/A, A and Z are mass and proton numbers of the daughter nucleus, E is incident lab energy. R c and R R are Coulomb and nuclear radiuses of nucleus, a R and a so are diffusion parameters. In calculations I use (all parameters are defined in [48] ):
, a R = 0.75 fm, r R = 1.17 fm, r c = 1.22 fm, r so = 1.01 fm, a so = 0.75 fm.
Results
Let us estimate the bremsstrahlung probability accompanying the proton-decay. I calculate the bremsstrahlung probability by eq. (38) for l i = 0 or by eq. (36) for l i = 0. The potential of interaction between the proton and the daughter nucleus is defined in eqs. (39)- (40) with parameters calculated by eqs. (41)- (42) . To choose the convenient proton-emitters for calculations and analysis, I used systematics presented in Ref. [49] (see Table  II The result of calculations of the bremsstrahlung probabilities during proton decay of the nuclei pointed out above from from the initial state 1s 1/2 (at the chosen angle θ = 90
• between the directions of the proton motion (with its possible tunneling) and the photon emission) are presented in Fig. 1 . In Table 1 one can see some parameters for such studied nuclei. From here one can find that the different proton-emitters have practically similar effective charges, but different essentially tunneling regions. These difference between tunneling regions explain difference between the bremsstrahlung probabilities for such nuclei (that one can see in Fig. 1 (a) ). eff is square of effective charge): one can see that these nuclei have similar effective charges but different Q-values and tunneling regions. This explains the different trends of the spectra presented in Fig. 1 (a) . the spin-orbital component v so into the total potential (39) changes the resulting probability less than 1 percent (practically, 3-rd or 4-th digit in spectrum is changed; such spin-orbital influence on the spectrum has been estimated for the first time in the tasks of the bremsstrahlung during different types of nuclear decays). In next Fig. 3 angular distribution of the bremsstrahlung probability is presented. In particular, one can see that we obtain convergent calculations of angular integrals and the spectra at l i = 0. 
Conclusion
In the paper the emission of the bremsstrahlung photons accompanying the proton decay of nuclei, is studied (for the first time, in systematic basis). The new improved multipolar model describing such a process is presented. The angular formalism of calculations of the matrix elements is stated in details. Lu 80 nuclei decaying from the 0h 11/2 state (i.e. at l i = 5) are predicted. Such spectra have orders of values similar to the experimental spectra of the bremsstrahlung photons emitted during the α-decay (see [4, 5, 19, 21, 22] ). It needs to note that arsenal of experimental measurements of the bremsstrahlung emission during different types of nuclear decays is not rich. A serious difficulty in obtaining of desirable accuracy in measurements lies in small values of the photon emission probability. One can hope that the presented theoretical estimations of the bremsstrahlung spectra indicate on the new possibility to perform further measurements and to study bremsstrahlung photons during proton decay experimentally.
